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Houston, TX – September 22, 2023 – Premier Wireless, a trailblazing technology business with solutions  
proven to uplift communities, has again reached unprecedented heights in Houston landing at an electrifying 
6th place on the highly coveted Houston Business Journal’s Fast 50 List. This exceptional achievement  
marks an extraordinary growth trajectory and reaffirms Premier’s unwavering commitment to reshaping  
under-resourced communities through its innovative technology solutions. 

The Houston Business Journal’s Fast 50 List, a definitive showcase of astonishing growth, resilience, and 
community dedication in the Houston metropolitan area, recognizes Premier Wireless’ immense success and 
remarkable 257% growth in revenue from 2020 to 2022. The acknowledgement solidifies Premier Wireless  
as a paragon of business excellence and social responsibility not only in Houston, but across the U.S. as well. 

At the heart of Premier Wireless’ meteoric rise is its dedication to leveling the playing field for under-resourced 
communities. We are on a mission to empower these communities with the vital tools they need for education, 
social services, healthcare, and economic development, breaking down the barriers of connectivity that have 
hampered progress for too long. This accolade shines a spotlight on Premier Wireless’ outstanding ability to 
harmonize business triumph with community upliftment. 

Premier Wireless would like to acknowledge and thank President & CEO Lea Bogle for her strategic leadership 
and vision. Under her guidance, Premier has achieved sensational growth and continues to make a significant 
impact on the technology landscape in Houston and beyond. 
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Premier Wireless Rockets to 6th Place on 
Houston Business Journal’s Prestigious  
Fast 50 List with a Remarkable 257%  
Growth in Revenue.
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The awards ceremony took place on Thursday, September 21, 2023, at the opulent Marriott Marquis in  
downtown Houston. The event honored Houston’s 50 fastest growing private companies, gathering  
industry luminaries, influencers, and key stakeholders, and creating an atmosphere ripe for networking  
and knowledge-sharing. 

Premier Wireless’ transcendent journey of growth and its profound impact on under-resourced communities 
solidifies its status as an industry pacesetter, emphasizing its dedication to driving notable business success 
while making a transformative difference. 

Click here to view Houston Business Journal’s Fast 50 List. 

---

About Premier Wireless 

Premier Wireless offers a wide range of cutting-edge solutions to all communities, providing innovation, com-
munication, safety, and transformation through technology.  

For more information about Premier Wireless, visit www.premierwireless.com.
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